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Agenda

• Transportation and Climate Policy
• Transportation in Current Proposals
• Recent Developments
• Trends and Prospects



Transportation and Climate
• Major GHG contributor:

– All transportation makes up 1/3 of GHG emissions
– Light duty vehicles (LDVs) generate about 18 

percent of total GHG emissions
– Fastest-growing source of domestic emissions

• Constitutes a large part of the economy
– Travel to/from work and economic consumption
– Freight delivery
– Major employment source: 

• Transportation activity AND engineering/construction



Climate Policy Basics
• Most climate policy proposals would put a 

price on carbon
– Economy-wide cap-and-trade or some other 

structure
– Amount of permitted carbon decreases each 

year; market forces increase carbon prices
– Increasing price encourages users to find ways 

to reduce carbon consumption and avoid 
paying costs



Potential Climate Policy Limitations
• Transportation is highly inelastic

– Travel demand doesn’t usually respond 
proportionately to price increases

– Current cap-&-trade proposals would increase 
gasoline and diesel about 13¢ - 18¢ per gallon

– A carbon price might not significantly change 
transportation activity and emissions

• Two potential secondary effects:
– As VMT decreases, carbon price effects decrease
– Other transportation policies might encourage 

more VMT



Leading Current Proposals
• American Power Act (APA)

– “Kerry-Lieberman”
– Cap-and-Trade system, but transportation 

doesn’t trade
– Multiple transportation-related components, 

with funding

• American Comprehensive Energy Security 
Act (ACESA)
– “Waxman-Markey”

• Something else or something new brewing?



American Power Act: Goals

• Reduce carbon pollution by 17% by 2020 
and 80+% by 2050

• Help achieve energy security and cut 
reliance on foreign sources

• Create jobs in clean energy sector
– Expand manufacturing job opportunities

• Invest in clean energy R&D and 
deployment



Transportation Policy Components
• National Transportation GHG Reduction Goal

– EPA & DOT establish national goal for reducing 
transportation GHG goals

– ID complementary policies beyond cap
– 6-year progress assessments

• Models and Methodologies
– Transportation sector models (EPA leads)
– Better GHG in transportation planning models 

(DOT leads)



Transportation Planning Process
• Adds oil and sustainability considerations
• National interest:

– Reduce (previously “minimize”) fuel consumption
– Minimize reliance on oil
– Minimize impacts on environment
– Minimize transportation-related GHG emissions

• New planning factors to consider:
– Promote sustainability and livability
– Adapt to climate change
– Consistency between transportation and land use



Clean Vehicle Technology Fund

• EPA can provide grants to manufacturers to 
refurbish or expand existing manufacturing 
facilities to:
– Produce advanced technology vehicles,
– Support engineering integration of certain 

vehicles and components such as plug-in electric 
drive vehicles

• 1% of allowances (~$500 million/year)



National Transportation Low-
Emission Energy Plan

• USDOT required to develop a national 
transportation low-emission energy plan
– Estimate the near- and long- term need for 

and location of electric drive refueling 
infrastructure

– Identify infrastructure and standardization 
needs of electricity providers, vehicle 
manufacturers, and electricity purchasers. 



Natural Gas Vehicles

• Tax credit extension
– Extends and double credit:

• Heavy vehicles (8500+ lbs)
• Commercial fleets

• Natural gas vehicle bonds
– State and local governments to fund NGV 

projects
– National cap of $3 billion



Funding Basics
• “Fee” on Transportation Fuels

– Linked to allowance prices in Cap-&-Trade market
– Transportation allowances don’t trade

• Three primary funding programs
– Highway Trust Fund (w/GHG-reducing focus): $2.5B/yr
– TIGER: $1.875B/yr
– Planning & Competitive Grant Program: $1.875B/yr

• Allowances allocated for transportation spending
– 12% to 6.7% (average 7.3%) per year
– No more than $6.25B/year, no increases



Highway Trust Fund

• $2.5B per year
• Funds go towards projects in approved 

state and MPO GHG reduction plans
– “Emissions allowances … shall be used to 

promote the safety, effectiveness, and 
efficiency of transportation … through 
measures that are consistent with 
transportation efficiency planning…”



Planning & Competitive Grant Program
• Up to 10% of funds ($187.5 million) to MPOs 

to develop GHG plans
• DOT and EPA develop criteria for distributing 

remaining funds for projects/programs that 
implement GHG plans
– 80% federal share; 20% match

• States and MPOs may sub-grant funds to 
local governments, air quality agencies, 
transit agencies, and other non-eligible 
public entities 



Additions to Clean Air Act
• EPA sets greenhouse gas standards for 

trucks and non-road engines 
• EPA and DOT set a second round of 

greenhouse gas and fuel economy 
standards in cooperation with California, 
other states, and stakeholders, starting 
with the 2017 model year



Complementary Policy Examples
• Improve vehicle technologies and efficiency

– CAFE expansions (increase MPG, cover HDVs)
– Tailpipe emissions requirement
– Feebates, Cash-for-clunkers

• Reduce carbon intensity of fuels
– Low Carbon Fuel Standard

• Reduce travel-derived fuel consumption
– Road and/or congestion pricing
– Transit and nonmotorized investments
– Pay-as-you-drive insurance

• System efficiency improvements
– ITS



Kerry-Lieberman Questions
• How much will transportation emissions decrease?
• Will reinvestment in transportation infrastructure 

trigger enough activity to cancel-out emissions 
reductions?

• What are secondary effects:

Congestion?   VMT?   Freight Travel?    Jobs?   Consumer Costs?

• How much revenue is generated? What percent goes 
back to transportation?

• Do complementary programs accelerate GHG 
reductions?



Prospects…

• [this slide intentionally left blank…]



Recent Events
• Last week…

– Sen. Graham (R-SC) suggests narrow bill 
focused only on power plants

– EPA announces date of Kerry-Lieberman analysis 
release

– President Obama pledges support for climate 
legislation

– Sen. Reid (D-NV) announces plan to move 
“comprehensive clean energy” legislation in July
• Unclear if this means climate bill…



Obama’s Remarks at Carnegie-Mellon, 
June 2, 2010 

“The time has come, once and for all, for this nation to fully 
embrace a clean energy future.  That means [making] 
everything from our homes and businesses to our cars and 
trucks more energy efficient... 

it means rolling back billions of dollars in tax breaks to oil 
companies so we can prioritize investments in clean energy 
research and development…

The only way the transition to clean energy will succeed is if the 
private sector is fully invested in this future, and the only way to 
do that is by finally putting a price on carbon pollution.”

“The votes may not be there right now, but I intend to find 
them in the coming months…”



Timeline
• Wednesday: EPA releases analysis 

(unlikely to address all transportation parts)
• Thursday: Senate votes on EPA disapproval 

resolution
• Thursday-Friday: Senate leadership 

determines floor schedule and bill scope
• Future:

– Floor consideration in 1-3 months, but what will 
it be?



Promising Trends…
• Transportation sector increasingly 

significant part of climate proposals
– Prior to 2009, little attention to transportation
– ACESA (“Waxman-Markey”) mandates plans to 

use complementary policies for reductions
– APA (“Kerry-Lieberman”) increases mandates 

and provides significant funds

• Regardless of climate policies, latest 
provisions may enter reauthorization 
discussions



Thanks!

• Questions or Comments?
– Discussion Encouraged!!

• Contact
Craig Raborn, AICP
Nicholas Institute for Environmental Policy Solutions
Duke University

craig.raborn@duke.edu /  (919) 660-0115

mailto:Craig.raborn@duke.edu
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